Dear, Dear, Dear Spectrum (Now a Trilogy with another 3000 words)
What I have been missing here so far in this saga, is for you to add some insult to injury.
Well, in came in the mail today it was only a matter of time. So you billed me for not only the extra
twenty bucks for an upgraded monthly service I am not been able to achieve for the past six weeks,
but you have been working on it, or at least pretending to. This is in itself bad enough, but you have
the combination of ignorance, incompetence, and malevolence to now add an additional charge of
$50 for a service call. This is salt in the wound and has further provoked me, yet again.
So once again provoked by your company, I spoke with a nice gal named Michelle in billing
who could not figure out a way to deal with this issue and so she transferred me to her manager,
who turned out to be a real ass named John. This is a great attribute for a Customer Service Mgr.
He was insistent that since the first two techs indicated that the problem was my equipment
so the charge was applied even though I was not notified by phone support that I might incur this
charge when I asked him to dispatch a tech. He said that this was not a requirement by policy.
Keep in mind that your first tech was well intentioned but ill equipped to solve the problem,
your second tech was a sarcastic abusive bull shitter who readily admitted that his own laptop
would not achieve the rated speed, but pronounced my original router, and all eight of MY
computers bad and your system OK based on his phone connected to MY wireless router.
There is a lot of talking out of both sides your mouth here, by saying that the router is MY
equipment that they are not responsible for, while at the same time pronouncing your system OK,
based on one of your phones connected of course to MY router.
Billing had no records of the third tech not being able to achieve the speed on his phone, nor
any info regarding his boss re-provisioning the line and making it better but not fixing it, three
modem replacements, or any subsequent local and neighborhood testing and home visits by five
more technicians, one of them twice.
He said that there was nothing he could do for me. That sounded like an echo to me as I may
have heard that before from you. I am going to suggest that as a motto for your corporation.
I know that this technical issue has not yet resolved but it looks like some intervention in
updating the recordkeeping is going to be required for me to eventually come to terms with your
billing. Am I on the hook for the next seven service calls and you just have not billed me yet?
Got The Spectrum Billing Blues
Got your bill today and I did learn
You charged me for what you did not earn
Called your billing to complain
There’s nothing we can do was their refrain
Chorus: It’s not us, it’s you
There’s nothing we can do
Waited on hold for your support
Then support joined me on hold for their support
So apparently karma is still alive and well
We all get to live in Spectrum hold queue hell
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Chorus: It’s not us, it’s you
There’s nothing we can do
Billing can only go by the notes in the file
But it’s your lack of notes that I revile
You got off easy in your lawsuit in New York
Yet the bill you send me is full of pork
Chorus: It’s not us, it’s you
There’s nothing we can do
Well since this saga has been going on for so long now, it is about time for a summary on
where we stand (nowhere) and for me to provide some additional information.

**Update**
4/5 Got a call today from Spectrum Regional Field Service Mgr., Eastern Wisconsin (39 days into
this and still counting). Had a chat, but he remains unconvinced that the problem is the network and
not me. So I sent him some additional info below and we agreed to chat later in the week, which by the
way did not happen. No response to my emails either. More one-way correspondence with Spectrum.
In addition to providing you with new information on my contact with billing, I’ve included my
previous one-way email correspondence with one of your Field Supervisors for you to review.
Spectrum billing.msg

Below is a brief, for me, summary of my experiences with Spectrum technical support over
the past six weeks to this point in time.
Cast of characters responding to my speed complaint in order of appearance at my home:
1. Jeffery did not have a laptop with which to test. Used his phone to get the provisioned
speed. Said there was nothing else he could do.
2. Phillip had a laptop but did not use it. He said he had tried this before and could not get
provisioned speed at modems with his laptop but did not know why. He actually refused
my invitation for him to do so. He ended up using his phone to get the provisioned
speed from my router that he pronounced bad (Stuck). I showed him that my computer
could not, but he said there was nothing else he could do.
3. Craig did not have a laptop to use to test. Used my laptop 2.5 years ago to install my
service and this annoyed me then, and still does now. Used my computer and his phone
here and could not get provisioned speed. He called his boss and got this whole new
process moving.
4. Wayne could not achieve provisioned speed on wireless, wired to router or modem with
his HP laptop. Said there was nothing else he could do.
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5. Jeff R. could not achieve provisioned speed on wireless, wired to router or modem with
his HP laptop. Also not at neighbored PED’s.
6. Bill did not bring a laptop to the party, just questioned/blamed my equipment.
7. Jeff S. could in fact consistently get provisioned speed on his Dell laptop wired/wireless
and phone wired/wireless, but only for a 30 sec. duration at only one test site. By
selecting Bertram, Random Lake, WI on speedtest.net site which he did. That link
redirects you to gobertram.com, which is five physical hop locations (or perhaps three)
rather than six to go to the Cyberlynk.net. Speed test server. (see attached visual trace
routes)
Testing today (or any day for that matter) from my wired machine to the Bertram link, in
three successive tests I get 440, 340, and 250mbps.
I am getting a feel for your network however. Even though I have no malicious or nefarious
intent, it is interesting that in doing this that I did not get an email from any of your System
Administrators as a result of my triggering any of your Intrusion Detection Systems telling me to
knock it off. Although I only did a limited amount of port scanning with nmap before I found a better
software tool for my purposes.
C:\Users\User>tracert spectrum.com
Tracing route to spectrum.com [142.136.168.7] over a maximum of 30 hops:
192.168.1.1 This is my network.

Trace complete

So to get to spectrum.com we have one hop to Kansas and three more hops in Kansas, one
hop to the Virginia Internet datacenter backbone and two more hops still in Virginia, and then one
hop back to Kansas and then six more hops in what is apparently your datacenter in Kansas.
Note: On occasions, these later hops can exceed 200ms
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Note: Traceroute measures the time it takes to get each response but it has no way of
knowing if any delays were encountered on the way out to the destination or on the way back,
potentially providing misleading results.
Attachments

Cyberlynk.net

Gobertram.com

Startrinity.com
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Speed Tests on Spectrum Internet Ultra 400Mbps service Excel spreadsheet
What you see here is a comprehensive and time-consuming study of my computer equipment. I
was motivated to do this by Spectrum’s continuing disingenuous insistence that it is me and not you.
So now, see this for yourselves.
Excel spreadsheet showing my speed tests
Microsoft Excel
97-2003 Worksheet

So it is YOU and not ME!
Anyone CAN NOW SEE!

OR
The previously mentioned NY lawsuit requires Charter to use “industry standard speed tests” to
prove service to its customers, locally anyway. The court does not define that language, but here is my
take on it.
Single run test data:

https://testmy.net/vITs_aRwE.png
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12 hour test data (200MB up and down each hour)

https://testmy.net/hoststats
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The true worth of an ISP - https://testmy.net/legit-speed-test.php
In our opinion the true value of an Internet service provider isn't always measured in megabits. Truly
great providers maintain good peering relationships with other providers so their users sustain quality speeds
throughout the Internet, not just nearby.
What good is an Internet connection if you can only get your advertised speeds on your providers
internal network (or on the edge of their network). It's the INTERnet not INTRAnet. If you run a speed test
elsewhere and get higher results than you get here, poor provider peering may be to blame.

Powerful bandwidth makes a powerful speed test
TestMy.net is an independent third party and is not affiliated with your Internet service provider. Our
results are unbiased because TMN has no vested interest in the outcome of your speed test. We work for the
Internet consumers not the Internet providers. For this reason, our servers are hosted outside of all provider
networks, in locations where the websites you visit are hosted. Our bandwidth providers are the biggest names
in the industry and our servers are hosted directly on some of the largest trunks that make up the Internet. Your
ISP should be able to deliver clean, useable bandwidth to these common areas of the Internet.
 Total network bandwidth capacity in excess of 2000 Gbps
 TestMy.net's servers are all gigabit or multi-gigabit uplinked
 Hosted network features multi-homed connectivity with bandwidth from independent Tier 1 carriers,
combining multiple 10 Gbps connections to create one of the industry’s fastest networks.
 Global network reach utilizing over 25 Tier 1 network providers including Comcast, Cox, Time Warner,
Charter, Qwest, Google, Level 3, Internap, NTT America, Equinix & Telefónica to name a few
 Extensive peering relationships across North America, Europe and Asia

Some ISPs question the legitimacy of many Internet speed testing sites, as they should, most of them
aren't very good. At TestMy.net we are obsessed about accuracy. We have over 24 years of experience testing
the World's Internet. TestMy.net's servers are on a network that has direct peering with some of the biggest
names in the Internet backbone.
TestMy.net isn't the average download speed test. TestMy.net gets smarter the more you use it and
makes adjustments specific to your computer for a high level of accuracy. This speed test will download
randomly generated data to your browser, calculate your download speed and log your speed test results. TMN
ensures your Internet connection is tested thoroughly with large download tests up to 200 MB.
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Download Speed Test Details
TestMy.net's servers are hosted where the websites you visit are hosted. Your provider may prefer
testing within their network but is that realistic? TestMy.net provides a real world scenario not a best case
scenario which makes this speed test a more accurate representation of your true bandwidth. This is a true and
trusted test of your Internet download speed.
 Tests sizes auto adjust up to 200 MB depending on your Internet connection type.
 Manual tests sizes over 12 MB have the automatic forwarding feature disabled.
 Randomized speed test data, each download test is dynamically created on the fly so no two tests are
alike. Which provides unparalleled cache prevention.
 Enabling the multithread speed testing option on your download speed test can really open up your
connection for maximum throughput. Multithread isn't the default testing option because it has less
detail and can mask certain connection issues. (It's recommend to test both ways and compare your
performance. Powerful, properly configured connections have very little variance between the two
bandwidth test types.)
 Test different locales simultaneously. The coast to coast multithread test allows you to test multiple
servers simultaneously giving you the most comprehensive results possible. Get one test result that
represents your connections speed across the entire United States. Manual selection options for all test
servers and expansions on this concept coming soon.
 Control the size of your speed test with manual test sizes.
 Tested via SSL (https)
 Express averages your last 5 tests to determine the most suitable test size.
 PHP driven, server-side programming means no plug-ins necessary and a much higher level of accuracy
than flash speed tests. This is the only true PHP speed test online.
 Results are logged to a personal score database where you can plot graphs, draw averages and compare
your speed against cities, countries, users and providers.
 Pinpoint routing issues with the ability to test across multiple popular Internet routes with coast to coast
United States servers.
 Test your connection speed automatically on a schedule with the Automatic Speed Test.

TiP (Test in Progress) Measurements
TestMy.net has a high resolution download test. Unlike other speed tests TestMy.net takes
measurements during the test to show you the path of your download speed over the course of the test. It
conducts tests within the test. The end result is unparalleled result detail.
Information like minimum speed, average speed, maximum speed and variance from minimum to
maximum speed during the test are shown along with a graph plotting the speed over time, percentage and
data transferred. This extra information is logged to the database and can be a great aid in troubleshooting.
Currently TiP is only available on the linear download speed test.
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Great Connection
This connection quickly picked up speed, held it there and actually sped up at the end. All marks of great
connection quality. Note: Sometimes little variance in speed can also point to an issue like a bottleneck.

Poor Connection
Large variance in speed can be an indication of a connection issue. TiP enables users to see this
information to understand how the data flowed as the test ran.

The Compatible Download Speed Test
The TestMy.net has been intentionally designed with compatibility in mind. TestMy.net is a server-side
application so our bandwidth test works in all popular modern browsers, on all platforms and all connection
types. PC, Mac, Linux, Android & iOS users can all use TestMy.net without installing anything. All you have to do
is point your computer, iPad, iPod, iPhone, Android or other modern device to TestMy.net.
Note: The automatic speed test is designed for desktop use. Although, if you change your device settings
to keep it awake (display on, focused on the test) and plugged into power it works great on mobile devices.
TMN directly interfaces with your browser, without the need for additional software like Flash, Java. This
server-side approach not only makes TMN the most compatible speed test online it also makes for a much
higher level of accuracy and enables TMN to detect computer issues that other speed tests fail to notice.
Note, your default system web browser is always recommended for testing. Although, TestMy.net is an
excellent way to highlight performance differences between different browsers. For many years TMN users
have reported that Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox outperform all other browsers in this benchmark... the
fact is, if the browser processes this test information faster, then it will process other websites information
faster. Simple as that. Some versions of Chrome are faster and sometimes Firefox is on top but usually one of
those two browsers will be your best bet for performance.

A true test of your Internet browser
This is a real world speed test. Unlike other speed tests that require third party applications, TestMy.net
is PHP and HTML5 driven so it uses only your web browser. This makes TMN's speed test more sensitive to
browser misconfiguration and is an excellent way to highlight performance differences between web browsers.
TestMy.net directly interacts with your browser without any plugins or special software.
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*The above looks a lot like a real definition of an industry standard to me.*
So as the Spectrum Regional Field Service Mgr. for Eastern Wisconsin you tell me that your
system is not overloaded, because you have seen the metrics and they are OK, or you would have
added another node to handle more customers. Again you say local customers, not bandwidth
performance outside your particular local node.
This is the kind of antiquated thinking that harkens back to the old TeleCable/TWC cable TV
days. I know that this is where many of your employees come from, but we have been in a new age
now since 1995. These people should have moved on, or been moved on if they cannot embrace the
current environment. Or is this part of the 50% of your employees which I mentioned in my previous
email?
For example, on my first 1980’s A/B dual cable TV installation I wanted more than the three
channels my TV antenna provided. They came and installed it and the picture was fuzzy, so I told the
installer that for which I think was twenty or so bucks a month at the time, I wanted as good or better
than my antenna picture. I remember him saying, “We can’t compete with that.” You had a monopoly
contract for this geographic area and you could not compete with FREE! Really?
Your supervisors say that you have to test only on the Spectrum/Charter network because you
cannot control the whole Internet. On the surface this appears to be a true and reasonable statement.
However, this is actually false because of your peering agreements you DO actually control my whole
Internet experience. You just need to learn to accept this responsibility, and modify your network
accordingly.
This is what I know, and what I think I know, right now.

FCC Complaints

Request received Spectrum Internet service.msg

Request updated Spectrum Internet service.msg
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